
 CRA Collections Profile Assessment 

 

Within a fairly narrow range, how you react to a CRA payment demand is defined by 1) your risk 

tolerance 2) your current financial situation and 3) your attitude toward payment. 

To help you determine your own Profile, answer the following 10 questions as accurately as 

possible. The resulting score will give you a fair assessment of who you are in this process and, 

generally, what actions you could consider. 

For each question, your answer is a number between 1 and 10. The #’s 1, 5 and 10 are 

examples only, i.e. you could be a 2 or 7, etc. 

Spouses, if applicable, would each complete their own assessment for reasons that should be 

obvious on comparison. 

 
If you could pay back the entire CRA debt, what would be your willingness?                             ______  
          1:  Would pay back immediately 
          5:  Would delay and/or try to negotiate a lower amount 
        10:  Absolutely would want to pay nothing, if possible 
 

The recent Tax Court judgment invalidated GLGI 100%… your attitude                          ______ 

          1:  Feel totally wronged by GLGI, not by the system or court 

          5:  Disappointed by a system that allows this to happen 

        10:  Mad as hell at a tilted system and biased judge 

No doubt the situation has been stressful, how are you handling it?                               ______ 

          1:  Am a wreck, losing sleep, feel sick 

          5:  Fairly well balanced, most days are pretty good 

        10:  Cool as a cucumber, no problem 

What is your attitude to the CRA collections threat?                                                           ______  

          1:  Scary, they are brutal totalitarians with ability to ruin me 

          5:  I feel there is benefit in managing the situation for a time 

        10:  If they are beatable with time and effort, then I’m all over it 

What is your age profile?                                                                                                           ______ 

          1:  In or within a few years of retirement 

          5:  I've got time on my side 

        10:  Age is a state of mind; I am in it for the long term 



What is your family situation?                                                                                                  ______ 

          1:  Have dependent children and a spouse who also owes CRA 

          5:  Have no dependent children; have a spouse who does not owe CRA 

        10:  No dependents, no spouse 

How would you rate your organizational abilities?                                                               ______ 

          1:  None, fly by the seat of my pants 

          5:  Good at budgeting, fair success with financial planning 

        10:  Exceptional, business-like approach 

What is your home and other real property situation?                                                        ______ 

          1:  Own a home and/or property with little or no mortgage 

          5:  Own a home and/or property with less than $50,000 equity 

        10:  Own a home with little equity, or am renting 

How exposed are your other assets?                                                                                       ____ __ 

          1:  Easily accessible in bank and mutual fund accounts 

          5:  Joint names, named beneficiaries (insurance, pensions) 

        10:  Non-paper hard assets, redeemable now, out of country, spent 

What is your source of employment / income?                                                                   ______  

          1:  T-4 with same employer for over 1 year, or pensioned 

          5:  Investment income and/or incorporated 

        10:  Self-employed with full income control 

 

Cumulative score                                                                                                                         ______ 

 

Now turn to the next page to discover your CRA Collection Profile and some suggested 

strategies for each category. 

 

 

 

 



10 to 40 points:   SOFT TARGET    

You do not have the will and/or the realistic potential to delay or frustrate the tax debt collection 

process. 

CRA can find your collection sources and will force you into settlement or bankruptcy. 

It is highly likely the collectors will have full success on your file... substantially all of the debt paid back if 

you have the funds; or if you don't, write down or write-off due to formal proposals or bankruptcy. 

Suggestions 

•  Apply for interest relief due to CRA delay in settling the matter 

•  Hire a professional tax negotiation service 

•  Pay back the debt if you have the funds 

•  Trusteed options are an excellent option if you do not have the funds or assets to pay back 

 

41 - 75 points:  Moderate Target 

As long as you have the attitude to minimize or delay the collection process, you have good potential to 

do so... as long as your stress level and spouse/family situation do not override the decision. 

Collectors will try various tactics but the assets could be less collectable. The concern will be how to 

avoid the garnishment of employment income. 

Suggestions 

•  ALWAYS pay all justified tax on your earned income when due 

•  Apply for interest relief due to CRA delay in settling the matter 

•  Hire a professional tax negotiation service 

•  Consider appealing CRA's decision to Tax Court to delay the outcome 

•  Asset management strategies 

•  Formal proposal or bankruptcy options if they make financial sense 

•  Total asset privacy and protection through contractual trust options 

•  Enlist services of tax collections coach 



 

76 - 100 points:  Hard Target 

Over time, you can expect to have your debt written off as uncollectible because CRA will 

eventually move on to soft targets where the results are measured in successful collection. 

The old adage 'can't get blood out of a stone' could not be more true. You will have legally 

frustrated the process and, perhaps, the system that you believe to favour the wealthy over the 

rest of us. 

 

Suggestions 

•  ALWAYS pay all justified tax on your earned income when due 

•  Appropriate asset management techniques including hard asset acquisition 

•  Total asset privacy and protection through contractual trust options, then... 

•  Strategic bankruptcy to follow the trust strategy because at that point there is no asset loss 

•  Enlist services of tax collections coach 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The exercises, information and suggestions included in this document are for learning and illustrative purposes only.  This 

document cannot be relied on as advice nor can it be shared, transmitted or otherwise published.  No authority has approved 

its contents and no action, legal or otherwise, can be taken against parties who distribute or refer to its contents. 


